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National AIDS Awareness Month

NEW DRUGS and other related stuff …

New Drug Approval … Selzentry™ (maraviroc by Pfizer) was approved by the FDA in August 2007. Selzentry™ comes in 150 and 300 mg tablets with recommended dosing ranging from 150-600 mg twice daily. Its efficacy has been shown in the ongoing MOTIVATE -1 and -2 trials, in patients with chemokine receptor 5 (CCR5)-tropic HIV-1 disease. It is used in patients with active viral replication and HIV-1 disease in combination to other anti-viral medications. Maraviroc exerts its unique mechanism of action by binding to CCR5 coreceptors on CD4 cells where it prevents entry of the HIV virus into the cell. When combined with other active agents, maraviroc substantially increases the proportion of individuals achieving an optimal virological response and leads to increases in CD4+ cell counts. Maraviroc is only effective in patients with CCR5 predominant HIV disease. Adverse events include hepatotoxicity, myocardial ischemia, postural hypotension, and infection. Efficacy and safety have not been established in treatment naïve patients or in children <16 years of age.


New Drug Approval… Isentress™ (raltegravir by Merck & Co, Inc) was granted accelerated approval by the FDA on Oct 12, 2007 for the treatment of HIV-1 infection in combination with other antivirals. Raltegravir, dosed 400 mg twice daily, is the first agent of a new pharmacological class known as HIV integrase strand transfer inhibitors or integrase inhibitors. The mechanism of action includes blocking the HIV integrase enzyme that the virus needs in order to multiply; thereby, slowing the advancement of the disease. Two studies, BENCHMRCK-1 and -2, indicated that raltegravir may effectively reduce viral load by inhibiting the incorporation of HIV genetic material into host cells; thereby, achieving viral suppression and may increase CD4 cells. The most common ADRs were gastrointestinal effects and headache. Efficacy and safety have not been established in pregnant women and long term treatment effects are not known.


FDA approved changes in dosing regimens… On Oct 12, 2007, the FDA approved a new drug application for Lexiva™ (fosamprenavir calcium by GlaxoSmithKline). A 1400 mg once daily dose of fosamprenavir with 100mg ritonavir may be used in the treatment of therapy-naïve HIV infected patients. The approval was based on a bioavailability trial, which looked at the new regimen compare to fosamprenavir 1400 mg once-daily plus ritonavir 200 mg once daily regimen and the fosamprenavir 1400 mg twice daily dosing regimen. The study indicated the new dosing regimen produced drug levels comparable with the two previously existing regimens. Lexiva™ is indicated in combination with other antiretroviral agents in the treatment of HIV-1 patients.

http://www.fda.gov/oashi/aids/listserve/listserve2007.html#d10242007


FDA approved combination products… On Nov 2, 2007, The FDA granted tentative approval for a fixed dose combination of lamivudine/stavudine (Matrix Laboratories Limited) both the 150 mg/40 mg and the 150 mg/30 mg combination tablets. Combination products help to improve patient compliance by reducing the patient’s daily pill burden. The approval was granted under the PEPFAR, President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief program, whose purpose is prevent the spread of HIV, and improve and provide treatments to patients world wide, provide palliative care for those suffering with AIDS, and to provide for children orphaned by AIDS.

http://www.fda.gov/oashi/aids/listserve/listserve2007.html#d10242007
New therapies under research... The Pharmaceutical Research and the Manufacturers Association of America (PhRMA) maintains a database of new drugs in development. New categories of drugs include:

- Entry inhibitors that interfere with HIV's ability to enter cells
- Integrase inhibitors, interfere with HIV's ability to insert genes into cell's normal DNA
- Assembly and budding inhibitors that interfere with the final stage of the HIV life cycle, when new virus particles are released into the bloodstream
- Cellular metabolism modulators that interfere with the cellular processes needed for HIV replication
- Gene therapy that uses modified genes inserted directly into cells to suppress HIV replication. These cells are designed to produce T cells that are genetically resistant to HIV infection

Also, there is current exploration in whether immune modulators may help improve the body’s immune system response to the virus and improve responses to current antiretroviral therapies.


FROM THE MEDICAL LITERATURE...

HIV Vaccine Development Halted... Two trials, the STEP and Phambili trials, evaluating Merck’s new potential HIV vaccine have been stopped due to ineffectiveness in preventing HIV contraction or viral load reduction in patients who contracted HIV. Preliminary results indicate that patients may actually be more susceptible to contracting HIV if they have received the vaccine than if they were given placebo. Further research is being done to examine any potential causes for the vaccine’s ineffectiveness or any increased susceptibility in the active treatment population; no immediate answers are apparent.


Reviews of Note...

FROM THE LAY LITERATURE about medicine …

AIDS in Alabama … Did you know?

- More than 14,000 people in Alabama have been infected with HIV disease (known cases; doesn't include those never tested or were tested in another state)
- 30% of these people live in the Birmingham area
- It is estimated that another 711 people will become infected in the state in the next year
- One-half of the new infections will be in people under the age of 25
- Almost one-third of the new infections will be among women of child-bearing age
- 4,286 reported cases of HIV/AIDS in Jefferson County (as of 4/26/07)


Pharmacist’s role in Health Care for the HIV-Infected Patients:

- Maintain patient confidentiality at all times
- Educate yourself on the most current treatment regimens and HIV management
- Evaluate the patient’s drug regimen for appropriateness of therapies, ADRs, and potential drug interactions.
- Increase the patient’s understanding of the role of antiretroviral therapy to ensure successful treatment with highly active antiretroviral treatment (HAART).
- Provide ongoing education to patients. Counsel patients on adherence to medication regimen to prevent viral resistance, assess potential barriers to adherence.
- Enroll patients with financial difficulties in Patient Assistance Programs in order to obtain needed medications.

Volunteer opportunities in Alabama…

- http://www.aidsalabama.org
- http://www.maoi.org

The last “dose” …

“It is difficult to say what is impossible, for the dream of yesterday is the hope of today and the reality of tomorrow.”
--Robert H. Goddard (1882 - 1945)
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